Learning skills or knowledge online from experiences is attractive for robots because it permits them to develop new behavior autonomously. However, the onus lies with the system designer to specify which skills or knowledge the robot should learn. Experience-based goal generation algorithms permit a robot to decide autonomously what it will to learn. This paper presents an adaptive resonance theory approach to experience-based generation of approach, avoidance, maintenance and achievement goals for a mobile robot. An experimental analysis is conducted to explore the relationship between algorithm parameters and goals generated on a simulated ePuck robot. Results show how parameter choice influences the number, stability and nature of generated goals. We identify the weight representations, distance functions and update rules that are appropriate for a mobile robot to generate maintenance and achievement goals.
Introduction
goals. Accordingly, a number of recent computational frameworks for developmental learning [2] [3] [4] [5] have been designed with connected components for (1) generating goals, (2) prioritising goals and (3) learning to fulfil goals. This paper focuses specifically on the first of these components. It is differentiated from existing work by the provision of definitions for four different types of goals, presentation of an algorithm for experience-based generation of these goals, and a thorough analysis and demonstration of the new algorithm on a mobile robot.
Components for generating and prioritising goals have been proposed as extensions for a number of learning and optimisation algorithms including active learning [6] , reinforcement learning [7, 8] and particle swarm optimisation [9] . Approaches to the design of these components fall along a spectrum [10] defined by progressively stronger assumptions about the representation of goals. At one end of this spectrum lie models that direct learning by computing a scalar motivation value for each sensorimotor experience of a robot [4, 11, 12] . This value can be based on factors such as the level of resonance (or dissonance) [4] of new experiences with what is expected by the robot, or the novelty [12] or incentive [9] of new experiences. When combined with a reward maximising learning or optimisation algorithm, motivation values have the effect of focusing the activities of the robot in a sub-region of the sensorimotor space. At the other end of the spectrum are approaches that formalise goals directly as sub-regions of some larger space [2, 3] . This is achieved by progressively splitting a goal space or task space into sub-regions. Other techniques such as competence progress or interest motivation can then be applied to prioritise goals. This paper considers an alternative approach to autonomous goal generation by drawing on definitions from the literature of Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) agents. Goals have been the subject of much research within the BDI agent community [13, 14] including the development of goal typologies and lifecycles [14] . Braubach et al. [14] identify a number of types of goals including achievement, maintenance, approach, avoidance, optimization, test, query and cease goals. The variety of goal types examined by the BDI community, along with corresponding definitions for fulfilling goals, offers a new way for devel-opmental robots to focus their learning. It provides alternatives for different types of goals that are not represented by existing graph theoretic [15] or probabilistic [16] techniques.
The contributions of this paper are (1) a module for autonomous generation of approach, avoidance, achievement and maintenance goals from the experience trajectory of a robot; and (2) adaptation and analysis of clustering neural networks previously used as the basis for online novelty detectors [12] , interest [4, 17] and competence motivation, for online generation of goals. We analyze twentythree variants of this algorithm in terms of the number, stability and nature of goals generated on a mobile robot. This extends existing work that has considered such models in simple grid world scenarios [18] .
In the remainder of this paper, Section 2 presents our framework for experience-based goal generation using clustering neural networks. Section 3 reviews clustering neural networks and discusses design alternatives for implementing the framework. Section 4 presents experiments with a range of these alternatives. We present our conclusions in Section 5.
Experience-Based Goal Generation
This section first discusses how we represent a robot as an agent (Section 2.1), and how we define agent experiences (Section 2.2). We introduce definitions for four types of goals (Section 2.3) and a framework for generating goals from the experiences of an agent controlled robot (Section 2.4).
Robots as Agents
An agent [19] is an autonomous entity that monitors the state of its environment using sensors and triggers actions to change this state. When agent software is embedded on a robot, the 'environment' may comprise internal variables of the robot, such as motor velocities; computational properties of the agent itself, such as learning rates or goals; or perceptual cues describing elements external to the robot, such as the position of other objects, robots or humans. Together, these properties describe the current state of the agent.
More formally, an attribute-based representation is used for the state S t of an agent's environment at time t: 
Experiences
The experiences of an agent include the states S t it has encountered, the events E t that have occurred, and the actions it has performed. These form an experience trajectory X:
Each element X ∈X in the experience trajectory provides data from which a goal can be constructed. For example, a goal may be to maintain a state, achieve an event or avoid a state. The implication of experience-based goal generation is that agents must explore their surroundings to discover goals. Agents cannot draw on predefined goals. They must experience the circumstances of the goal first, and then determine whether those experiences are salient enough to create a new goal. Goals are thus constructed incrementally.
Goals
As discussed above, BDI literature [14] offers a range of goal types that can be explored in a developmental robotics setting. We consider four alternatives here, that lend themselves naturally to a mobile robot setting: We hypothesise that other types not considered, such as optimization, query and test goals, may be more appropriate for data-driven agents, rather than mobile robots. For each type of goal considered here, we assume that we start with an attribute based representation:
k is an identifier for the goal and i denotes the ith attribute of the kth goal. Each goal differs in the way values of g ik are determined, and in the condition that needs to be met about G k .
Maintenance Goals: A maintenance goal defines target values that should be maintained for selected attributes s i ∈S t . Experience-based generation of maintenance goals is thus a process that takes experiences as input, and outputs target attribute values to maintain. In this paper we propose that maintenance goals can only be generated in response to an experience of a maintained state S t . A state is maintained for two successive time-steps t -1 and t when |S t -S t−1 |≤ ε. |S t -S t−1 |is the magnitude of the vector S t -S t−1 . ε is a small number that can be chosen by measuring sensor readings when the robot is still. Using ε ≠ 0 implies that sensor noise will be ignored (up to a point) when deciding whether the robot has successfully maintained a state. In this paper we assume that a corresponding target value g ik will be selected for all attributes of the sensed state. Merrick and Maher [8] suggest a range of ways that an agent can select a subset of attributes for which to generate target values. The condition that must be met for a maintenance goal to be satisfied is that the distance between the current state and the goal is sufficiently small. That is, for a small number, ρ M :
Approach Goals: An approach goal also defines target values for selected attributes s i ∈ S t . We propose that approach goals can thus be generated in a similar manner as maintenance goals. The difference between maintenance and approach goals lies in the conditions for fulfillment. An approach goal is fulfilled by reducing the difference between current attribute values and target values. That is:
Avoidance Goals: An avoidance goal also defines values for selected attributes s i ∈ S t . We propose that avoidance goals can thus be generated in the same manner as approach goals. The difference between approach and avoidance goals again lies in the conditions for fulfillment. An avoidance goal is fulfilled by increasing the difference between current attribute values and goal values g ik . That is:
Achievement Goals: An achievement goal defines target values for changes e i in selected attributes s i . Experiencebased generation of achievement goals is thus a process that takes experiences as input, and outputs target change values to achieve. We propose that achievement goals can be generated in response to experiences of events E t when |S t -S t−1 |>ε. We assume that a target change value will be selected for all attributes of the sensed state. Merrick and Maher [8] also suggest a range of ways that an agent can select a subset of attributes for which to generate target change values.
where ρ A is a small number.
Generating Goals from Experiences
When working with robots, the set of possible experience is very large due to the continuous nature of their state space. Adopting goals for every experience may be counter-productive if it means the agent generates a large number of very similar goals [2, 3] . Simply maintaining a list of possible experiences is inadequate as memory requirements for, and search time within, such a list will quickly become infeasible. An alternative is to cluster similar experiences to create a smaller space from which the agent can select goals. The input data for clustering in this scenario is characterized by being generated online such that the agent gets only a single opportunity to learn from each training input. In our proposed framework for experience-based goal generation, several clustering neural networks run in parallel. Each network generates goals of particular types from a subset of the agent's experiences. For To permit robots to learn skills to solve goals online, the goal-generation module will need to be connected to a learning module via an appropriate representation. For example, to connect these goals to reinforcement learning, goals must be expressed as a reward function to direct learning. Simple reward signals expressing the goal conditions in Equations 4-7 are, for maintenance goals:
For achievement goals:
For approach goals:
and finally for avoidance goals:
The learning phase is considered beyond the scope of this paper. Rather, the remainder of this paper considers the design decisions that need to be made to implement clustering neural networks for goal generation (Section 3) and experiment with alternative implementation choices (Section 4) for generating achievement and maintenance goals on a mobile robot. Approach and avoidance goals are natural extensions of maintenance goals, so we do not consider them further in this paper.
Clustering Neural Networks for Experience-Based Goal Generation
Different algorithms exist for clustering attribute-based (or feature-based) data. These include unsupervised neural networks such as self-organizing maps (SOMs) [20] , k-means clustering [21] , adaptive resonance theory (ART) networks [22] , simplified ART (SART) networks [23] , growing neural gases (GNGs) [24, 25] , grow-when-required (GWR) networks [12] and so on. SOMs and k-means clustering use a fixed number of cluster prototypes (also called neurons, nodes or receptive field centers) which are initially randomized and then refined over time. SOMs include neighborhood relations (connections between cluster prototypes) so the network preserves the topology of the input space, while k-means clustering does not. GNGs, GWR networks and networks from the ART family are initially empty of cluster prototypes and are populated over time. GNGs and GWR networks include neighborhood relations while ART family networks do not. Both SOMs and SART networks have demonstrated success in novelty and interest seeking agents used in simulations, virtual environments and small critter-bots [4, 8, 17] , in modelling emotional intelligence [26] and in other robotics problems such as navigation [27] . However, for lifelong learning by robots generating large amounts of sensor data over long periods, there is evidence that these algorithms can become problematic for representing the goal-space [12] . SOMs, for example, are not explicitly designed for online learning. When used in conjunction with novelty-based computational models of motivation, they can become saturated over time so that even novel stimuli appear normal [12] . To avoid this, neural networks with ability to grow are an advantage. However, even in the category of growing neural networks, a range of factors still need to be considered. GNGs for example only add new nodes every T iterations meaning that there can be a delay between the experience of a potential goal and the creation of a new cluster prototype representing the goal. SART networks do not have this delay, but they also do not have the neighborhood relations that are considered important in novelty-based models of motivation [12] . GWR networks are SART-based growing topological networks that have shown some promise as novelty detectors in mobile robots. While this paper is not specifically concerned with computing the novelty or interest of goals, we choose to explore SART and GWR networks for goal generation based on the arguments above.
Adaptive resonance theory (ART) networks are biologically inspired data structures developed as possible models of learning phenomena in humans and animals [22] . They are artificial neural networks capable of stable categorization of an arbitrary sequence of unlabeled input patterns in real time. ART networks are capable of continuous training with non-stationary inputs and can adapt to new inputs while preventing those inputs from destroying past learning. They thus solve the 'stability-plasticity dilemma' [28] .
Since their inception, a family of ART networks has been developed including ART1 networks for clustering vectors with binary attributes, ART2 [29] and ART3 [30] networks capable of clustering binary and analog inputs, a supervised real-time learning ART model called ARTMAP [31] and simplified ART (SART) networks [23] that improve the robustness and efficiency of ART1-based systems by substituting unidirectional activation and match functions with bidirectional function pairs.
This section describes two kinds of SART network. The first is a traditional, dynamically growing, topology free neural network. The second, based the grow-whenrequired (GWR) [12] network proposed by Marsland et al., includes dynamically created connections between nodes.
SART Networks
A SART network [23] comprises a set G = {G 1 , G 2 , 
The SART learning algorithm for adding and updating clusters comprises an attentional subsystem and an orienting subsystem. The attentional subsystem is responsible for selecting a 'best-matching' cluster G b ∈ G. This is passed to the orienting subsystem. The orienting subsystem checks the given G b against a vigilance constraint:
where dist(.) is a general measure of the distance between the two vectors X t and G b that covers the cases in Equations 4 and 7. If dist(.) is less than the threshold ρ the vigilance constraint is fulfilled and G b is reinforced. Otherwise a new cluster prototype is created. The following sections describe the attentional and orienting subsystems in detail and consider possible alternative implementations of each. Attentional Subsystem: When presented with a new experience X t at time t, the attentional subsystem compares it to each existing node in the network using a distance function. The 'best matching' node G b is then identified.
Formally:
Distance dist (︁ X t , G k )︁ can be measured in a variety of ways taking into account difference in magnitude, direction or both. The chosen distance metric is important in goal generation because it establishes how a new experience is compared to existing goals. For example, Euclidean distance takes into account difference in both magnitude and direction in such a comparison.
Euclidean distance is invariant with respect to both translation and rotation. However, using Euclidean distance, the upper limit of dist
is potentially unbounded, making it difficult to choose a value for ρ unless the upper and lower bounds of all sensed state attributes can be known in advance.
Alternatively, to compute a bounded distance, the difference in direction between the unit vectorsX t andĜ k can be used. Two examples include difference as Euclidean distance and difference as scalar product. The first is expressed as:
where
In this case, ρ is bounded by the diameter of the unit hypersphere such that 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 2. This technique has been used in a number of simple robotic applications [4, 32, 33] . However, it implies that the magnitude of experience attributes is ignored when creating goals.
The second example computes the scalar product X t ·Ĝ k ofX t andĜ k as:
Since both the experience and cluster prototype are normalized, the scalar product is equal to the cosine of the angle spanned by both vectors and has a range [-1, 1] wherê X t ·Ĝ k = 1 implies that the angle between the two vectors is zero. The cluster prototype with the maximum scalar product (MSP) with the current experience is most similar to the experience [34] . A distance measure capturing this is:
In this case 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 2. The main advantage of using the unit vectorsX t andĜ k is that normalization makes selection of ρ feasible. The main disadvantages of distance measures that normalize X t and G k is that the magnitude of the vectors is not taken into account for computing distance. Baraldi and Alpaydin [23] suggest some alternative inter-pattern similarity measures using both magnitude and direction. These measures can be used to construct distance functions that have ranges [0, 1]. To measure the similarity in magnitude between an experience and a cluster prototype, for example, they compute the modulus degree of match (MDM):
implies that
X t and G k have the same length. The MDM can thus be used to create a non-linear distance function that assesses the difference in magnitude of X t and G k as a relative num-
On its own, MDM does not take into account difference in directionality of vectors. In addition, it is non-linear in the magnitude of the vectors being compared and thus is variant with respect to translation. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 which shows that dist MDM is smaller when comparing vectors of higher magnitude than when comparing vectors of smaller magnitude, even when the difference in magnitude is same. For example, dist MDM (10, 9) = 0.1 but
To compare the directionality of an experience vector and a cluster prototype, and compensate somewhat for the non-linearity of the MDM, Baralidi and Alpadin [23] compute the angle degree of match (ADM):
where θ = arccos
implies that the angle between
X t and G k is zero. The ADM can also be used to create a distance function:
To achieve a measure of distance in terms of both magnitude and direction, MDM and ADM can be combined to achieve a non-linear, normalized vector distance (NVD) metric:
which means a validation constraint can be selected such that 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1. Setting ρ = 0 provides the highest resolution goal-space, (equivalent to not clustering) as all experiences are considered different. Setting ρ = 1 provides the lowest resolution goal-space. NVD, being based on MDM, is not invariant with respect to translation. As a result, clusters of goals with larger magnitudes will have a larger radius than clusters of goals with smaller magnitudes. This means that NVD is problematic for assessing the distance between goals when goal attributes are meaningful in Euclidean space (e.g. positional data).
Marsland et al. [12] use a different approach to measure distance that avoids these issues. They apply a Gaussian activity function to Euclidean distance such that the Euclidean distance is compressed into the range [0, 1]. We can express this as a distance metric as follows:
This measure is invariant with respect to translation and rotation, but non-linear with respect to change in magnitude as shown in Fig. 3 . A sample of distance values computed using different metrics (Equations 15, 16, 18, 20, 22, 23, 24) is shown in Fig. 4 , which illustrates the difference in distance values when using different metrics. (25) λis the learning rate of the SART network such that 0 <λ<1. Because this update is not guaranteed to bound the growth of weights, it must be used in conjunction with a directiononly weight representation. That is, resulting weights must be normalised as shown in
with the learning rate λ = 0.5. Care must be taken to select an appropriate update equation for the distance metric used. For example, if Kohonen weight adaptation is used for network learning alongside a non-linear distance metric such as NVD, it is possible that the weight update will appear to move the cluster prototype further from the experience vector. In particular, this occurs with small learning rates as demonstrated in Fig. 5 . Fig. 5 shows distance values computed using different metrics after a Kohonen update (Equation 27) with λ = 0.1. Comparing Fig. 5 to Fig. 4 we see that
)︁ using this update.
All other metrics compute the cluster prototype to be closer to the input vector at time t+ 1. To avoid this scenario, a rotate-and-scale approach to weight update can be used. First a rotation is performed using Equation 27 . Then the resulting weight vector is normalized as shown in Equation 12 . Finally each normalized weight is scaled to µŵ ib t where µ is computed as: is centered on the current experience. In this case, for all i:
Alternatively, the new cluster may be placed at the average position of the existing best-matching node and the input data:
In summary, for each experience X t either an existing goal prototype is updated or a new cluster prototype created. For each experience, the time complexity of executing the attentional and orienting subsystems is: 
︀ using this update. All other metrics compute the cluster prototype to be closer to the input vector.
SART Networks with Topology
This section describes a SART network with topological connections between nodes. Similar to a GWR network [12] , the algorithm in this section describes how connections are formed dynamically between nodes. However, GWR networks were designed to be closely integrated with the computation of novelty. The description here is in isolation of novelty.
As in Section 3.1, this network, also comprises an initially empty set G of K cluster prototypes. In addition there is an initially empty set Ψ of neighbor relations (connections or edges) between pairs of cluster prototypes. A connection is a tuple ( 
Finally, to limit the size of the resulting network, edges with age greater than a certain threshold amax are deleted. Nodes that no longer have neighbors are also deleted in this case. In summary, for each experience X t either an existing goal prototype is updated or a new cluster prototype created. For each experience, the time complexity of executing the attentional and orienting subsystems is greater than for SART networks without topology, but remains polynomial in the number of nodes in the network:
Experiments
The processes for experience-based goal generation described in Section 2 is designed to be used in agent architectures such as motivated reinforcement learning (MRL) agents [8] . In this paper, however, we are concerned with testing the goal-generation module in isolation to establish its performance properties. To test the goal generation module, we implemented a two-network module (Fig. 6 ) on a simulated ePuck robot (Fig. 7) to generate maintenance and achievement goals. As we are using a two-network module, there are two sets of clustering parameters to be investigated. We will denote the parameters for the network generating maintenance goals as ρ M , λ M and a We selected three combinations of distance metric and update rule, representative of linear, non-linear, directional and direction-and-magnitude comparisons and updates. These were tested in SART networks with and without topology in five experiments as shown in Table 1 .
The Robot
The robot is situated in a 5x5 meter square, flat, walled field in a simulated environment. Table 1 the robot was run ten times for 10,000 time-steps (10,000 actions) with the listed fixed parameters (col 3, Table 1 ) and one systematically varied parameter (col 4, Table 1 ). Typical learning rate values λ were chosen. ε was chosen experimentally by observing the amount of state variation that occurs when the robot is standing still. A total of 50 runs was made for experiments 1 to 4 and 30 runs for experiment 5. The random action generator was seeded such that the ten runs for each varied parameter used identical input data. Results thus show averages over ten runs and 95% confidence intervals.
Metrics
In each experiment, we are interested in (i) the number of goals generated, (ii) whether goal attributes stabilize and (iii) what the goals mean. 
The number of generated goals is important as it provides and indicator for how many skills the robot may be able learn in future. However, this metric does not give us information about how learnable, 'correct' or 'useful' goals may be.
To give us insight into the learnability of goals, without the overhead of learning them yet, we consider stabilization of goal attributes. That is, we measure how much movement there is in the position of the goal prototype. Stabilization of goal attributes is important if goals are to be used later to focus skill learning because learning a moving target is difficult.
The goals themselves need to be focused on different state or event attributes, or different values of those attributes if the robot is to learn a variety of skills in response, so we also consider qualitatively what the goals mean in this section. This permits us to comment on 'correctness' or 'usefulness' of goals.
Results and Discussion

Experiment 1:
This experiment studies the impact of changes in the validation constraint on the number and stability of goals generated by a SART network with the settings shown in Table 1 . First, Fig. 8 shows that the number of generated goals is significantly greater for lower values of ρ M and ρ A . This is to be expected as the radius of each cluster is smaller for lower values of ρ M and ρ A . Fig. 8 also shows that more achievement goals are created than maintenance goals for equal values of ρ M and ρ A . For this robot, experiences of change occur more frequently during body babbling (95.3% of the time) than experiences of maintaining a state (4.7% of the time) meaning that the space of achievement goals is explored more effectively and more of this type of goal is generated. Next, Fig. 9 shows that goals generated for higher values of of ρ M and ρ A are less stable than those generated for lower values. This is to be expected, as each goal is representative of a wider range of experiences when ρ M and ρ A are larger.
Finally, we investigate the nature of the maintenance and achievement goals generated for the first run of experiment 1 with ρ M = ρ A = 0.9. Fig. 10 gives a pictorial representation of generated maintenance goals. The cluster centers for these goals are shown in Table 2 with weights rounded to one decimal place (1dp). Blue arrows on robots (Fig. 10 ) indicate goals to maintain velocity in the pictured direction. Thickness of arrow indicates wheel Table 2 : Maintenance goal prototypes generated in the first run of experiment 1 with ρ M = 0.9. Weights are rounded to 1 decimal place. 1, 0.1, -1.3, -1.0, -1.0, -1.0, -1.0, -1.0, -1.0) Move backwards at low speed G 5   (0.0, 0.0, -2.8, -1.0, 1.0, 0.3, -0.8, -1.0, -1.0) Stop for obstacle in front G 6 (0 .1, 0.2, 2.9, -1.0, -1.0, -1.0, -1.0, -1.0, -1.0) Move backwards at low speed G 7 (0 .5, 0.4, 1.6, -1.0, -1.0, -1.0, -1.0, 1.0, 1.0) Move backwards moderate speed G 8 (0.2, 0.0, 2.4, 1.0, -1.0, -1.0, -1.0, -1.0, 0.8) Stop for obstacle behind G 9 (0.0, 0.3, 2.1, 1.0, -1.0, -1.0, -1.0, 1.0, -1.0) Stop in free space G
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( 1.9, 1.9, -2.2, -1.0, -1.0, -1.0, -1.0, -1.0, -1.0) Move backwards moderate speed G 2, -1.2, -2.7, -1.0, -1.0, -1.0, -1.0, -1.0, -1 .0) Move forwards moderate speed Table 3 : Achievement goal prototypes generated in the first run of experiment 1 with ρ M = 0.9. Weights are rounded to 1 decimal place.
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Goal Attributes Meaning of Goal G speed. Red lines indicate goals for object detection. We see a range of goals have been generated for maintinaing different speeds and directions. A small number of goals to maintain detection of an object in front or behind the robot have been generated. The learned goal prototypes generally have zero velocity in this case. That is, the robot has generated goals to 'stopand-detect' and not 'drive-into' objects. There are no goals for maintaining detection of an object to the left or right of the robot (which would be useful for learning wall following behaviours). This is likely due to the relatively short time in which we allow the robot to explore, and the rarity of these kinds of detections as a result of the physical form of the robot (the robot is more likely to reverse away from an object rather than turning in a manner that will bring it into the rather short range of the left or right sensors). The generated goal prototypes generally have matching wheel speeds, which is a requirement for maintaining a fixed heading. Not all speed-and-direction combinations have been covered, suggesting that selecting a smaller value for ρ M may in fact be desirable on this robot.
When weights are rounded to 1dp, we also see that values are generally meaningful in the context of the state space. For example, wheel velocities range from -π to π and sensor values are generally -1 or 1. Where this is not the case, fairly minimal processing is required to interpret goals. Fig. 11 gives a pictorial representation of the achievement goals generated. The weights of these goals are shown in Table 3 , rounded to 1dp. Each goal has a 'before' and 'after' picture. Blue arrows indicate change in wheel speed (higher or lower speed). Red lines indicate a change in sensor status (to detecting or not detecting). We see that most of the achievement goals are concerned with changing heading (top row Fig. 11) , and changing wheel speeds to move-and-detect or move-away-from objects. In general, the combinations of wheel speed changes and changes in direction make sense. For example goals to detect with the various sensors include changes in wheel ve- locity components to angle to robot such that the sensor will be perpendicular to a suface in front of it.
Most of the goals are concerned with the robot's front and rear sensors. Only two goals are concerned with a side sensor. This is because these events are rare in the experiences of the robot, which tends to encouter walls either head on or from the rear by driving into them. G 1 is not, strictly speaking, an achivement goal, as all attributes have zero values. This suggests a higher value for ε may be desirable to filter out some experiences that are not relevant for achievement goals. Table 3 shows the goal prototypes are generally meaningful in the context of the state space and easily interpreted with fairly minimal processing. Some processing would be required to interpret changes in values that are not exactly -2 or 2. We do note that a false importance is placed on the change in heading from -π to π. Such goals are in fact equivalent to achievement goals with small changes in heading. Experiment 2: This experiment studies the impact of using a non-linear distance metric on the number, stability and nature of goals generated by a topology free SART net-work with the same vigilance constraints as experiment 1. First, comparing Fig. 12 to Fig. 8 we see that significantly more achievement goals are generated for ρ A = ρ M = 0.1 than in experiment 1. However for maintenance goals and for ρ A = ρ M ≥ 0.3 less goals are generated. For example, less than two maintenance goals are produced on average for ρ M ≤ 0.7.
Comparing Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 suggests this is due to the non-linearity of dist NVD permitting fewer comparisons to achieve high dist MDM values. Comparing Fig. 9 and Fig.13 shows there is also an order of magnitude more movement in cluster prototypes at the end of the run using dist NVD and a rotate-and-scale update than using a Kohonen update with dist Gaussian . This is undesirable as it means that goals will essentially be moving targets for an agent that is trying to learn a skill to achieve them. Table 4 shows the maintenance goals generated in the first run of experiment 2 with ρ M = 0.3. We study ρ M = 0.3 as this generates roughly the same number of maintenance goals as ρ M = 0.9 in experiment 1. Weights are again rounded to 1dp. Comparing Tables 4 and 2 we see that many of the generated goals are the same. The main difference is that goals generated in experiment 2 is that using the rotate-and-scale update cluster weights can go outside the bounds of the state space (e.g. see the -1.1 values for IR sensor weights in Table 4 ). This means that fulfilment of such a goal must be defined with some error term. Table 5 shows the achievement goal prototpyes generated in the first run of experiment 2 with ρ A = 0.7. Note that we have to choose ρ M <ρ A to achieve comparable numbers of goals using dist NVD . This is an undesirable property of this non-linear distance function as it makes it more difficult to choose values for the validation constraints. The generated achievement goals are quite different to those in experiment 1. In experiment 1 over half the generated goals were concerned with changes in sensor values. In experiment 2 it is less than a quarter. This is because the relatively large changes in proximity sensor values are not being detected using the non-linear dist NVD . The undesirable 'achieve nothing' goal (G 16 ) and goals to achieve the artificially large change in angle caused by the discontinuity in heading values remain.
Experiment 3:
This experiment studies the impact of using a normalized weight representation on the number, stability and nature of goals generated by a SART network with the same vigilance constraints as experiment 1. First, comparing Fig. 14 to Fig. 8 we see that significantly fewer maintenance and achievement goals are generated than in Experiment 1. This is to be expected as the network can no longer distinguish goals of different mag- ing is required to extract meaningful goals and the scaling factor is different for different goals. This does not preclude using normalized weight vectors to represent goals, as experiences can also be normalized. However the magnitude component is lost using this representation with little apparent gain. Table 7 shows the achievement goal prototpyes generated in the first run of experiment 3 with ρ A = 1.0. Note that it was again necessary to choose ρ M <ρ A to achieve comparable numbers of goals. We see in Table 7 that achievement goals generated using dist UnitEuclid tend to have a single attribute with a very high or very low value (1 or -1 when rounding weights to 1dp). We now can interpret these goals as goals to achieve increases (or decreases) "of any size" in the specified attribute values. Where there is more than one weight with a non-zero value we can interpret goals as goals to achieve a "larger" increase in one attribute and a "smaller" increase in another etc. The problematic "achieve nothing" goals and goals that focus on artificially large values around discontinuities in attribute values are now gone using this representation. 
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Normally, in mobile robots such as the one in this paper, engineers implement behaviors such as 'maintaining a given speed and heading', 'changing speed', 'changing heading', and 'detecting objects'. In this paper we have demonstrated that it is possible for a robot to generate goals for such behaviors autonomously. Based on a quantitative analysis of the sensitivity of the algorithm in response to changes in their various parameter values, we conclude that: -We can generate sets of meaningful maintenance and achievement goals using a combination of one or more SART networks. -Choice of the vigilance constraint threshold controls the number of goals generated. Unlike traditional use of an unsupervised clustering network where high resolution (low vigilance constraint) is desirable, for goal generation a high vigilance constraint can be used to reduce the size of the learned goal space. -Use of a linear distance function such as dist Gaussian makes it easier to select values for vigilance constraints, particularly when there is more than one network generating goals. -Networks using dist Gaussian and a Kohonen update produce expressive, interpretable goal sets, particularly in the case of maintenance goals. -Networks using dist NVD and a rotate-and-scale update tend to generate goals that are not evenly distributed in the space of experiences. Small changes in the vigilance constraint can lead to a large change in the size of the goal space. Goal weights can be outside the bounds of the state or event space. -Networks using dist UnitEuclid and a normalized weight representation are useful for ignoring anomalies such as discontinuities in an attribute range. -There appears to be no clear advantage or disadvantage of using a network with topology for goal generation.
This paper has considered the goal generation module in isolation. However as discussed in Section 1, such modules are generally used in conjunction with a component for prioritizing goals and a component for learning skills that fulfill goals. This is the natural direction for future work.
Other directions for future work include further analysis of these algorithms, and extension to evaluate novelty and interest, prioritise generated goals and learn solutions for those goals. These are discussed in the following sections.
Further Analysis
This paper has considered the goal generation module in a simulation where there is limited prospect of erroneous sensor data. Sensors do not deteriorate over time, and there is no scope for malicious data to be input to the system. In today's climate where trusted autonomous systems and cyber security are becoming increasingly important, analyzing the robustness of the algorithms to these kinds of errors is an area for further investigation.
Evaluating the Novelty or Interest of Goals
One of the advantages of using a cluster-based learning algorithm for generating goals is that the representation is easily interpreted. Clusters in this case represent goal prototypes. Such networks can be easily incorporated with models of motivation such as novelty and interest by adding additional layers of neurons to compute motivation [12] . This motivation value can then be used as input for a learner. Such agent architectures have been examined for achievement goals [8] , but less so for other types of goals, and even less so for robotic applications.
Prioritising Goals
Combination of the proposed model with motivation may also provide a way to prioritise goals. Intrinsic motivation signals, for example, have been developed that can prioritise skill learning [35] . This may be used as an intermediate step prior to learning.
Other Kinds of Goals
This paper focused on generating achievement and maintenance goals, however we identified and defined approach and avoidance goals. Generating and learning solutions for these kinds of goals is another natural extension of the work in this paper.
Learning Skills to Solve Goals
The machine learning literature is rich with techniques for learning skills, once a goal has been identified. The reinforcement learning literature, for example, provides us with scalable, off-policy learning algorithms (e. g. [36] ) that can be applied to learn skills, even while the robot is exploring to discover new goals. Along with our proposed goal-generation algorithms, this provides us with the necessary building blocks to build future generations of robots that can not only learn effectively, but also decide for themselves what they will learn next.
